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KCC NEWS
TRASHER CONTACT DETAILS
If you have anything for the Trasher, please email to kcc.trasher@gmail.com, or post to KCC Trasher, 34 Elder Way, Oxford
OX4 7GB. All contributions greatly appreciated!

KCC ONLINE
Don’t forget the numerous online resources to keep in touch
with KCC:
Web Site www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk
Diary
www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=kcc.
secretary@gmail.com
Twitter
KingfisherCC
Facebook facebook.com/group.php?gid=2351138693
Simon Knox, kcc.secretary@gmail.com

POOL SESSIONS DATES
Dates confirmed after Christmas as follows: 19th January,
9th February, 22nd March. 20:00 to 21:30 at the Convent as
usual

(EX-)CHAIRMAN’S RAMBLINGS
Louise Royle, 01 Nov 2011
The nights are now dark, but hopefully we will have some
nice wet weather to bring up the rivers over the winter.
This summer saw a good take up on the Improvers course
with several keen folk gradually investing in their own kit. It is
great to see the new faces enjoying their paddling with several folk having had their first white water experiences at the
Nene Valley or on the Dart and Exe rivers. Tony’s Dart w/e was
as fun as ever, even with the usual lack of water, there was a
massive 36 folk this year. Although Abingdon weir did not offer much sport this summer, the flow at Sutton has been fun
for improving those moving water skills. The pool sessions
are also well underway with rolling practice for all.
The Facebook group is proving very useful for sorting impromptu trips to the Nene, Cardiff WW course, surfing, Symonds Yat etc. A few folk have ventured to the Olympic
course at the Lee Valley, but be warned that the assessment
involves slalom poles! There were also trips further a field to
Canada and the Grand Canyon. The annual KCC trip to Scotland saw warm weather and reasonable amounts of water
in the rivers. It had been 9 years since my last trip to Scotland and I had a great time paddling several rivers for the
first time. Let’s hope that the coming months has some good
paddling in stall for everyone.
Don’t forget to let Simon know if you are coming along to
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the Christmas dinner on 15th December, an event not to be
missed.					
Louise

A WORD FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Simon Knox, Nov 2011
So for those of you who weren’t at the AGM and haven’t already heard; you missed the opportunity to elect a fit and
proper chairman after Louise resigned the position. Instead
you’ve got me.
Anyway, now the apologies are out of the way I’d like to take
the opportunity to say a few words.
Firstly, a huge thank you Louise for doing such a sterling job
as club chairman (she would let us call her chairwoman) over
the last three years. I’m sure that I speak for each and every
one of the clubs members when I say that the time and dedication that Louise has put in the club is responsible for the
club going from strength to strength. So next time you see
her in the pub buy her a pint (well a half anyway!) of bitter to
say thanks. I only hope that I can live up to the standard she
has set in the job.
Louise has of course taken up a new challenge within the
club and taken up the mantle of Coaching Co-ordinator, a
role I’m sure she’ll tackle with her usual vigour and enthusiasm.
Secondly, on a sadder note, I’d like to say a few words about
Kate Howell. It came as a shock to hear of Kate’s untimely
death earlier this month. Kate only joined Kingfisher at the
beginning of the year and yet in the short time she was with
the club she certainly made an impression as one of the
most accomplished and enthusiastic paddlers I’ve ever met.
Everyone who met her will have their own memories of Kate.
I’m sure these will stay with us all for far longer than the short
time we knew her.
Finally (I promise) I want to repeat the sentiments that I expressed during the AGM. Over the last few years Kingfisher
has grown. There are now nearly ninety members where I
can remember not so long ago that that the membership
was barely more than a third of this. Despite this the club
maintains a friendly and welcoming character where members whether they be new comers or long termers, young or
old, male or female, kayakers or canoeists can get out on the
water and paddle together.
And paddling is what the club is all about. But more importantly I believe it’s about paddling with friends.
Simon Knox

COVER PIC
Bit of a departure from the norm on the cover front this time
round, but I thought Simon’s excellent shot of Richard Morley running the Malbaie in Quebec deserved to be enjoyed
in its entirety. [tip: rotate head 90° to the left] –Ed.
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MORE NEWS incorporating
SURMANATOR RAMBLIZATIONZ
AGM REPORT 2nd November 2011

of moving water.Cost approx £5 per night per person. Contact Kate Wilson.

New Committee:
Chairman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Simon Knox
Treasurer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nick Smailes
Secretary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ludo Letourneur
Membership Secretary. . . . . . . Duncan Sneddon
Editor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guy Davies
Equipment Officer. . . . . . . . . . . Chris Bloomer
Coaching Coordinator. . . . . . . Louise Royle
Ordinary Members
Vicky Rolls, Fattaur Rahman,
Colin Turner, Dave ‘Gerb’ Southwood
Trophies Awarded:
Best Beginner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fattaur Rahman
Most improved paddler. . . . . . Ludo Letourneur
Trash of the Year. . . . . . . . . . . . . Simon Knox
Outstanding Achievement. . . Simon Knox

BCU SOUTHERN REGION

AUSTRIA TRIP, SUMMER 2012

December
15 Thu KCC Christmas Meal, Appleford, 7:30
January
4 Wed Monthly meeting, Fox Inn, 20:30
19 Thu Pool session, Our Lady’s School, 20:00
24 Tues Talk by Deb Pinniger, Sailing club. See next page.
28/29 Sat/Sun Trip to South Wales. See above.
February
1 Wed Monthly meeting, Fox Inn, 20:30
9 Thu Pool session, Our Lady’s School, 20:00

I am planning a club trip to Austria in July 2012. With the
intention of staying in Landeck , which is a great centre for
North Alps paddling. You will need to be a competent paddler as there will be opportunities for paddling grade 3-5
water.
In the past we have camped at Sport Camp Tirrol, however
the camping ground has been replaced with chalets, which
we can hire at a cost of 16,50€ per person per a night, and for
groups over 10 it is 14,50€ per person per a night. There is a
total of 36 beds. Despite the lack of camping the the site still
sounds like fun: There is a large terrace area where you can
sit out and BBQ or soak up the alpine sunshine. We still have
two large fields which we can use to make an open fire on,
play beach volleyball or just laze around after getting off of
the Sanna.
I am also trying to coincide the trip with the Stadtfest which
is most likely going to be on Saturday 28th of July.
For those of you who really want to camp there is ‘Camping
Riffler’ in Landeck – which is really small and very conservative (don’t have prices for this)
With regards to travelling I propose a late Friday ferry from
Dover, travel through the night and arrive in Landeck Saturday, just in time for Stadtfest, but I will be leaving travel
arrangements to individuals.
If you are interested in this trip please email me at the address below. I will most likely be asking for a deposit to secure chalet places.
Vicky Rolls, vickyrolls@hotmail.com

SOUTH WALES TRIP, 28/29 JAN
Kate Wilson is running a trip to the River Teifi, South Wales,
this weekend. Should be suitable for those with experience
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75th Anniversary Awards and Consultative Meeting at Adventure Dolphin. November 2nd. Awards were made to
volunteers in the region with 25 years service who are still
active. Volunteers from KCC and PYCC who were presented
with awards were Louise Royle, Tony Wilkins, Roger Wiltshire,
Neil Murton, Fred Wondre, Martyn Green, Dave Surman. Dave
Surman also received the Southern Region Access and Environment Award.
The evening was a great success and very well attended with
a meal. Chyavan Rees andJoe Callard were asked to show
their ten minute vid of their and PYCC activities this year
which went down well.

KCC DIARY

Weekly

Every Wednesday (most weeks even in the dark)
Club Paddling, Wilsham Road, 18:00
Every Sunday (check with Neil Murton/Louise Royle first)
Club Paddling, Wilsham Road, 09:30

IMPORTANT
COACHES

NEWS

FOR

ALL

Received from the BCU:
Please can you contact all the coaches within your club/organisation, and remind them that as of 31st December 2011,
they will have to have an enhanced CRB through the BCU,
and they will have to send into the BCU offices at Bingham, a
copy of their Safeguarding and Protecting Children and Vulnerable Adults certificate. Although this has been published
in CoDe, many coaches are still unaware of these requirements that will come into effect at the end of this year.
With such a complex subject, which will effect individuals
differently regarding what courses will be relevant to them,
could you direct them to this page on the Canoe England
website http://www.canoe-england.org.uk/coaching/childprotection-and-crb/ where there is comprehensive details
on what they will have to do before the end of the year.
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Currently, the BCU does not require coaches to update their
Safeguarding training after 3 years, so if the coach has a certificate that is older than 3 years, it will still be valid. Again, for
further information please visit the link to the Canoe England
website.
SPC Courses are available through the Pro-Active website
http://www.pro-activelondon.org/courses.asp?section=000
1000100010007&itemTitle=&allCourses=&partner=&boroug
h=&level=&type=&keyword=Safeguarding+and+Protecting
+Children&Search.x=12&Search.y=6.
If you are still unable to find a course, contact me and we can
try to arrange something.
Louise Royle

EDITOR’S NOTE

ing deadlines for copy to be received by:

Q1 2012
Q2 2012
Q3 2012
Q4 2012

1st March
1st June
1st September
1st December

Please try and get any copy, photos, etc to me by this date.
And in return, I’ll try and get the Trasher done by the end of
the relevant month! (best laid plans and all that…)
Hope this is OK for everyone.
Any queries, please let me know.
Guy

As of next year, I’m going to try and make a more regular
schedule for getting the Trasher out. Please note the follow-

DEBS PINNIGER (Twice World Freestyle Champion and
Internationally known Expedition boater) and widely acclaimed
photographer, presents…

THE ZANSKAR
GRAND CANYON OF INDIA
A presentation of last summer’s British Youth
Expedition
Abbey Sailing Club Wilsham Rd. Abingdon

8pm TUESDAY 24TH JANUARY
Admission £5 Bar.
In response to the interest shown at
the AGM I have booked Debs Pinniger
for this eventwho will be travelling up
from the West Country especially. As
you will appreciate there is considerable financial outlay in this evening . We
need at least 30 people just to break
even. We will advertise this at Pathfinders, Riverside and other local canoeing
organisations but we do need your
support.
We hope to provide other presentations through out the winter.
Dave Surman
TRASHER Q3 2011
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UPDATE…
August

Alwayz an up n down month attendancewise on Pathfinder
Monday night clubnights. People on holiday means that
numbers can be unpredictable but the upward trend
continues!! Chyavan and myself both passed the Olympic
course assessment. And we ran a number of holiday
beginner`s courses for the Vale and South Oxon which
resulted in a number of new members.
We had the benefit of Tom`s freestyle coaching as Joe,
Lenny and myself went for a day out at Holme Pierrepont
where I discovered the woeful inadequacy of my
freestylizations!

September
WOW!What a busy month. Started with myself n Chyavan
going for a session on the Olympic Course which finished
with a return journey courtesy of the AA at 2 o` Clock in the
morning. Hmmmm.
With the return to “skule” and the new members from the
summer beginner`s courses we had record numbers on the
three Mondays in September before we got darked down!
We also had 12 members on a beautiful day at Symond`sYat
and the same number at the Nene.! Finally there was the Ock
Wavehopper and Boatercross Event (report elsewhere)
After we finished Monday evening river sessions we held
the Pathfinder Presentation Evening at the Abbey Sailing
Club and had agreat turn out from members, parents and
some Kingfishers. After a brief no messin` AGM we had a
presentation of the things PYCC members had been doing
over the previous year. After a cake eating break there was a
presentation by Team Slovenia 2011 on this summer`s trip to
Slovenia and the Presentation of Awards for the Blastathon,
Ock Wavehopper /Boatercross as well as the Coveted Golden
Helmet Award for contribution to the club (Tom Marsh) and
the Hello Kitty Award for Entrepreneurial Excellence (Chyavan Rees). Chyavan also presented Charlie with a Chyavan
Award for contribution/enthuiasm to the club trips.
The evening ended with two brilliant short films of PYCC
action produced by Chyavan and Joe. The first was an atmospheric film with music of the Koritnica filmed in Slovenia this
summer. The second was of Pathfinder activities as well as
the stuff Chyavan and Joe have been doing off their own bat,
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Dave Surman

it included Go Pro footage filmed in Slovenia by Joe, Chyavan, Tom and Josh as well as Scotland, Dart (Upper and Loop)
Usk, Tryweyn. All skilfully edited.

October
The start of the pool sessions but also the inaugural open
boat trip run by Allen. Due to wind conditions the route
changed but a good day out nevertheless.

November
Joe and Chyavan were asked to present their video at
the start of the BCU Southern Region Award Presentation
Evening at Adventure Dolphin Pangbourne. It went down
really well and several people asked for copies.
The PYCC Dartmoor Rivers Trip happened the first weekend in November. Myself and the legendary Swindon Steve,
Steve Bates took Henry and Pete, Charlie, Tom and Aiden
to run the Dart Loop and Lower Walkham/Lower Tavy. Brill
weekend with Henry`s dad`s paddle being the only casualty.
Beautiful weather and scenery and Buckfastleigh lived up it`s
Wild West town reputation!!
A couple of Pathfinders Mitchell and Aiden entered the
Lasher Dash Race at Riverside. We`re also hoping to get a few
entrants for the Wavehopper Race at Newbury.
Joe and Chyavan came down to the Dart the same weekend as the French Exchange. They helped out with Debs
Pinniger`s Zanskar Presentation and grabbed a coupla runs
down the Upper section to boot!!
Gonna calm down a bit until I`m back from Ecuador but
we`ll be running another whitewater daytrip, probably to
Wales first weekend in February.

Pathfinder Youth Canoe Club Committee

Chairman
Dave Surman
Treasurer
Dave Hodgkinson
Secretary
Andy Newell
Members’ Rep Chyavan Rees
Ordinary members, Allen Stacey, Jen Clough, Tom Wolstenholme, Joe Callard, Seth Townley.
Let me know if you are interested in helping out with any
PYCC activities at any time.
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TODD MORRIS
MEMORIAL TRIATHLON
2011
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 18th
KCC HUT

Unlike last year, we had perfect
conditions for the triathlon, and
more importantly the post-race BBQ.
We had a reasonable turnout this
year, with newbies making up half of
the entrants. Some great times were
made, despite a few sore heads after
Ludo’s wedding bash only hours before. With many of the regulars unable to make it, I was finally able to
win the trophy for the first time.
The event raised a total of £65
for MacMillan Cancer Support. This
amount should be matched by my
employer Vodafone too.
A big thanks to those that took
part and also to Nikki, Becks and
Nick for helping with the organisational side.
See you next year!
Dave Hodgkinson

1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Dave Hodgkinson
Paul Roberts
Rick Latham
Dave Surman
Louise Royle
Kate Howell
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Kayak
0:16:20
0:18:08
0:16:58
0:16:26
0:17:43
0:17:13

Bike
0:21:04
0:23:46
0:22:20
0:24:26
0:22:58
0:23:51

Run
0:21:10
0:20:29
0:23:56
0:28:04
0:30:50
0:31:20

Total
0:58:34
1:02:23
1:03:14
1:08:56
1:11:31
1:12:24

2010
2009
1:02:54 1:03:01

2008

2007
2006
2005
1:00:41 1:02:17 1:01:44

1:06:45 1:30:41 1:08:22 1:19:07 1:13:43
1:14:53
1:15:06
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Kate Howell sadly passed away at the beginning of November following a short illness. Kate was a fun intelligent person, as well as an extremely
accomplished paddler: she was an inspiration to us all. She had paddled extensively all over the world and enjoyed sharing her passion with others. She
was as happy on flat water paddling with novices as she was on a Class V river.
One thing that she was aiming to do with the KCC was to become a qualified
coach so that she could pass on and share her skills. Unfortunately her time
was cut short, so I would like to share with you an article that she posted on
her blog earlier this year which not only sums up Kate’s passion for kayaking
but is full of very wise words that any coach should read and pass on.
We will always remember her happy smile.
Louise Royle

IT’S ALL JUST
ROCKS AND
WATER

Kate Howell

http://worldkayakblogs.com/welshkate
2 May 2011

I’ve been thinking recently about the evolution of my
kayaking skill-set and felt inspired to jot a few words
down. I started boating over 2 decades ago spending a
long time paddling class III-IV. Over the last 7 years though,
I’ve stepped up to class IV to V. The jump in skill needed
is significant for just 1 grade higher. Rapids pose greater
challenges and become exponentially more consequential; boat; body; blade position precision is not optional, it
is essential. Mentally, the challenges increase and one is
forced to constantly consider risk versus reward. The rewards are just fantastic though.
I don’t claim to be a gnarly boater, I’m defo not the one
huckin’ huge (see the likes of the lovely Heather Herbeck
and Christie Glissmeyer for that) and probing class V still
scares me. But I’ve learned a few things along my boating journey and thought I’d share my ramblings. The article is divided into 4 sections. The order is a bit higgledy
piggledy, but hopefully the content is of interest.
TRASHER Q3 2011

Kate on the Gronda, Italy
Photo: Mark Allen
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1. On Confidence, Experience
and Motivation

me and my friends.
It’s a fine line between confidence and having an ego
and I reflect from time to time (as the skill-set grows) as to
which side of the line I sit and adjusting if necessary.

Confidence comes from developing skills through experience. The more time on the water, the easier it is to
assess and make good decisions in new scenarios from
lessons learned in the past. Paddling hard rivers becomes slightly less scary the more you do it. I thrive on
the heightened awareness evoked when I run class IV to V
rivers. Every sense seems somehow more perceptive. This
improves my paddling.

I will not run a river to brag I’ve run it. For sure, I’ve had
my Kodak courage moments (when I was inexperienced
and ignorant to risk). I’ve got away with it. I’ve also got hurt.
I’ve been there, done that, bought the stitches. I’ve waited
impatiently for injuries to heal. I’ve suffered the boredom
and frustration that entails. Which brings me back to ‘risk
versus reward’. I truly think that as far as extreme sports
go, the older (or more experienced) I the wiser you become to this phrase. With age comes experience of injury,
an appreciation of healing times and an understanding
of longevity of the effects. Does that mean we take less
risk the older we get or more experienced we are? I don’t
think so, maybe we are just more conscious of it and how
to assess it. Maybe experience of injury makes us better
paddlers. In my case this is true, for other people, this may
be utter tosh.

Besides the obvious of actually paddling the rivers, my
skill development has comes from boating with people
better than me; from coaching people who are less practised than me; from trial and error; from placing myself
outside my comfort zone; from cross-discipline training;
the list is possibly infinite. We may not realise it but we are
populating our kayaking toolbox every time we don our
kayaking gear and get on the water.
Having confidence and belief in ones ability is undoubtedly a good thing. However, I believe having an ego closes
oneself off to learning – I learned this lesson the hard way
in my teens and early 20’s, but I’m really glad I did. In being confident I am just wrestling the river; if I have an ego, I
wrestle with myself too. That can be quite tiring for both

Personally speaking, kayaking is not about rivalry between fellow paddlers to push the limits of what is possible; though hats off to guys if they are doing that- they
really will expand the boundaries of our sport. For me,
boating is about challenging my boundaries. It’s about
setting my goals and pitching myself against them. It
doesn’t matter if I achieve them, what matters is that I’m
motivated to try.

2. On Shooting the Rapids
There are 3 things that I think about when I am faced
with a white-water quandary. (A) Do I see a line, (B) Do I
have the mental and physical ability to make that line (C)
Can I, and where should I, set safety?

(a) The Line
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Tom on the Sorba Slides, Italy
Photo: Kate Howell

Kayaking, for me is about respecting the river. It constantly provides clues as the how best to manipulate its
waters. It is up to us to pay attention to details and use
its intricacies to enable a successful decent. Experience,
(sometimes our own, sometimes that of others) and possibly some research (a book or internet perhaps) provides
a basis for choosing lines. Personally, I will look at a rapid
for just a few minutes and pick my line. I will consider
where I need to be and when, and use visual markers
such as a tree or odd shaped rock to aid that recognition
on the water. I have a rough idea of what key-strokes I
need to place and their timing, but I do not over-plan;
being adaptable to what’s presented before me on the
water is just as important as the planning. Vigilant, I will
often check with other group members on the line that
they would choose and be open to changing my plan if I
hear something contradictory. I will examine several areas
of the rapid on the walk back to the boat, so I can easily
spot them when on the water.
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(b) To Run or Not to Run

Kate on the Erme, Devon
Photo: Dave Martin

I know very little about extreme sports psychology
and I try not to read too much literature on the subject- maybe I should; maybe I’m arrogant about my
method- I tend to focus on the method that works
for me. I do not use the spit test (if I can spit then I
should run the rapid…if not then walk). I do not use
the ‘imagine yourself in the third person’ method- it
does not work for me. I’ve learned much from my
own experiences and likewise by observing fellow
paddlers approaches and listening to them recounting their stories. I use a straightforward approach. I
literally just ask myself(a) Am I paddling well today and do I feel good?
(b) Am I calm?
(c) Do I think I have to ability to make the key
moves?
(d) Am I free from performance influencing
injury?
If the answer to all the above is yes, then I make
the decision to run the rapid. If there is any hesitation, even for 1 split second, I walk around. Simple.
Nicky on the Mellte, Wales
Photo: Kate Howell

For all the points above, it is nearly impossible to
de-convolute the mental from physical influences
on the decision (even for (d), you can switch yourself
off to pain). The two are synergistic in our sport. We
all have an appreciation that kayaking is X % mental
and 100-X % physical ability. It depends on the person as to the magnitude of X and it may vary significantly with frame of mind on any given day. I have
chatted with people, on occasion, about a gender
weighting to the X component but I think absolutely not; we are all just so intricate and individual that
it is impossible to tell what the major influences on
X are.

(c) Safety, Please?
The higher up the grading you go, the harder it is
to set safety- fact. My friends and I frequently joke as
we prepare to paddle a class V rapid, “ Three teams
of one then?” There is some truth in this- if something goes wrong you can often be on your own.
The harder the rapid, often, the more difficult it is
to protect and hence higher consequences and
higher grading. We do always try our best to position safety where it would be most useful. For class V,
this often involves setting up live baits. For everyone
concerned, this is mentally and physically tiring but
necessary. I try not to run anything that would put
the team in any danger, should they need to rescue
me. It’s just not worth it. We do our best.
TRASHER Q1 2011
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3. On team-work
When I was just kayak surfing and not boating rivers, I
used to not place importance on team-work. It was often just me and the boardies, out there, on the Pacific
Ocean swell. What could they do if someone went wrong
for me? Chuff all. Swimming outside of the boat was not
an option and this made me a very independent paddler,
with a bombproof roll. It taught me to trust my skills and
my judgement.
However, when I transitioned to rivers, I soon learned
the teamwork aspect to our sport. It’s so much less tiring to divide the mental and physical challenges of scouting, probing, rescuing as part of a team. It builds trust.
It builds close friendships. As team boaters we learn to
trust our wellbeing in the hands of others and likewise
take the responsibility of others upon ourselves. No-one
wants to be a weak link in a team so we endeavour, as
a mark of respect to our fellow paddlers, to keep up to
date with rescue and first aid courses and keep up fitness

levels. When things don’t go according to plan and
the epic ensues, it’s the team we rely on to get us out of
trouble. Everyone has something to offer the team. I think
this aspect becomes so much more prevalent as you boat
higher grades and its one of my favourite things about my
kayaking adventures.

4. And finally…
Finally, as I sit atop a seal launch, or plonk myself in an
eddy before pealing out into the current, ready to run a
class V, I take a deep breath, slow my heart rate and say
three things to myself (1) I have the skills to run this rapid,
I’ve run similar stuff before (2) I will succeed (3) I will stay
calm, focused; GET THE GAME FACE ON!
I guess that’s just about it for today…I think I’ve said
enough. My opinions are based solely on my unique encounters and may have absolutely no similarities to anyone else’s. In conclusion IT’S ALL JUST ROCKS AND WATER
and how we choose to experience them is up to us.

Kate on the Egua, Italy
Photo: Moxy
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JEN & LOUISE GO
TO THE SEASIDE
SW SEA KAYAK MEET 2011

words +
pictures:
Jen Clough

Friday afternoon, with boats loaded on Louise’s
car, off we set for Corfe Castle for a weekend of fun
at the seaside. Or so Louise thought. After pitching
our “you-can-stand-up-in-it” mansion of tent at the
campsite under the watchful gaze of the castle ruins,
a motley crew of Kingfisher paddlers, normally associated with boats no longer than your arse, traipsed
off down the road to the Greyhound pub for dinner
and a few beers to meet paddlers from the dark side
and find out what was in store for the next couple of
days.
After the morning’s debrief by Mark Rainsley we
sorted ourselves into groups and set off for Knoll
beach car park at Studland bay. Shake your butt at
that says Louise, the sea is calm and the sun is shining
and we’re in Mark’s group so this can’t be any harder
than any grade 5 I’ve ever paddled. The weather report promised winds of F5 gusting to 6 and didn’t
disappoint. We paddled westwards taking in the delights of Old Harry and continued towards Swanage
TRASHER Q3 2011
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bay. At Ballard Point the wind got
the better of us and we turned back.
Bloody hard work thought Louise thinking of getting off the water as we paddled back to Studland bay. It took no
more than a throwaway comment from
me to Mark ... “Louise wants to keep going” so on on it was. And what a treat we
had paddling past the local nudist beach
and on into the entrance of Poole. The
wind blew and blew. We decided enough
was enough. Back to base, and then to the
beach for a BBQ and sharing of tall tales of
daring do at sea. Graham Dennison and
Louise seen here foraging for dinner.

Sunday promised to be not so
windy. This time with Heather Rainsley and Mike Mayberry, we got on at
Kimmeridge bay and paddled along
a stunning coastline with steep cliffs
and some fun rock hopping to Durdle
Door and back.

Picnic spots don’t get much
better than this! Thank you to Mark
for pulling together another fantastic
weekend meet of about 80 sea kayakers from all around the country, and
to everyone else for making it such a
good weekend away. Let’s see if I can
get you all out for a white water canoe
trip now!
Jen Clough
Errors and omissions permissible, exaggerations acceptable and not subject to legal action.
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words: Dave Surman
pics: Chyavan Rees

A ‘GRAND’ DAY OUT
Paddling the Grand Canyon, August 2011

Ian Royle

As a non-white water paddler I was in two minds about
going on this trip, two weeks watching some rock walls
from a raft?? – how wrong I was! The Grand Canyon certainly lives up to its name. If you have been dismissive of
the hippy, earth mother, tree hugger types this place may
well change your mind as you get a real feel of the forces of
nature and the timescales of geological history.To lighten
the tone a bit its like a cross between Dr Who’s Tardis and
Zaphod Beeblebrox’s Total Perspective Vortex – it’s certainly
bigger on the inside than it looks and when you’re in there
you certainly know your place in the scheme of things – be
that on water or on land.
Those rock walls I was going to find so dull were an ever
changing backdrop of colour, shapes, sizes as we passed
through everything from the oldest rocks visible on the
planet at 2.6 billion years old to the “recent” water worn
sedimentary limestone and outpourings from now extinct
volcanoes – a geologists paradise but still mind blowing
even if you don’t know your granites from your lavas.
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We would also stop nearly every day for the distraction of a hike up a side canyon to an amazing grotto, cave,
waterfall or ancient native site, again always different given
the ever changing geology of the canyon.
As to that raft – well the two motorised rafts we had to
carry all the gear and exhausted kayakers were a welcome
haven on occasions but I was able to run all of the rapids
the kayakers did in a small paddle raft for 6 people plus our
excellent guide and get up close and personal with the big
water – not that it was ever too far away even on the big
rafts given the size and power of the river – quite an experience for someone who rarely ventures further than a sea
kayak and close to shore at that.
Our personal gear was transported on the rafts along
with tents, sleeping mats and bags, all secured in waterproof tarps – nothing ever got wet – along with food, beer
and mobile kitchen. How the guides managed to pack
enough food for 20+ people for 14 days and still manage
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to serve up fresh vegetables and
fruit every day I’ll never know but I don’t think anyone lost
any weight on this trip even given the energy expended
on the water and hiking in the heat. We even had cool
beer every night by leaving the cans in drag bags off the
back of the rafts – mind you it was difficult to tell what
you were drinking as the silt in the river did a good job of
removing most of the printing on the cans. The tents we
used on the first night in a thunderstorm but after that
most people just slept in the open and didn’t even need
sleeping bags given we were sleeping in what is probably
the biggest storage heater on earth. Surprisingly perhaps
the insects were a very minor irritation, the odd bite here
and there, scorpions disappeared at night and the rattlesnakes keep clear anyway – apart from one we had to put
in a bucket for the night as it had taken up residency too
close to the toilet for comfort!
Anyway back to the start; We had booked flights from
Gatwick to Las Vegas with Virgin Atlantic as they fly direct and offer baggage plus 1 piece of sports equipment
free. As Louise was taking her paddles and we planned to
bring back the kayak she had arranged to buy out there
this seemed like a good deal – and so it turned out – for
once I can’t praise the airport staff enough – both Gatwick
and Las Vegas ends – no problems with outsized baggage,
come to the front of the queue and lets get this stuff out
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of the way. Only problem was getting two kayaks
(another in the party had brought his boat with him and
had similar pleasant experiences with Virgin) from the Las
Vegas hotel to the airport as for some reason you are not
allowed to put the back seats down in a taxi – 2 SUV’s and
some persuasion needed. We spent 2 days in Las Vegas,
one before, one after the trip – least said, soonest forgotten – not my idea of fun and I don’t think anyone in the
group parted company with any money at the ubiquitous
gaming tables.
The guys from Hatch River Expeditions picked us up
from the hotel and we drove about 2.5 hours to their HQ,
stopping to pick up beer etc which was all that was not
included in the price from Gene 17. There the kayakers
met their boats and spent the rest of the day with foam
rubber, glue and gaffer tape as kayakers are wont to do
so they have the excuse that the boat doesn’t fit properly
when they fall out.
Last night under a roof and early start to the put in at
Lees Ferry where we met the large rafts and our guides for
the next 2 weeks, safety briefings for all and the adventure
begins.
I’ll leave the descriptions of the kayaking side of things
to those more qualified but from my point of view the
group gelled quickly both on and off the water and
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the guides also said they had rarely had a group
so quick to join in with loading and unloading rafts,
helping with domestics and not having to be chased
to be ready for whatever was planned – one shout of
“bag line” and there was a chain to ferry all the equipment up the beach.
Our camp sites were mainly sandy bits of beaches
with the odd rocky night but the sleeping mats provided were very comfortable. We slept and rose with
the sun most nights, sleeping under the stars with no
light pollution to spoil the view. We soon realised that
a cooked breakfast meant a heavy day on the river or
long hike in prospect, cold breakfast and you could
relax a bit.
The hikes were varied – some needing a bit of rope
work to get up or down, some wading through pools
and steams chest deep some just plain hot and dry.
I think the only one we all turned down was when it
was suggested we do a 6 hour hike, up one canyon,
across the plateau and down another in a sort of triangle. The prospect of little or no shade for 6 hours in temperatures of 600C or more in the sun a little too much to
contemplate. The hikes that promised waterfalls, shade or
pools were met with a bit more enthusiasm, some meant
walking from the river, others we could take the rafts up
part of the way, the kayakers often having a head start on
us as they could work their way up the canyons.
The Colorado River itself was in full flow – even the
guides were saying they had rarely if ever seen so much
water coming down – which made for some interesting
expeditions in then paddle raft and even in the big motorised rafts. When experienced river guides are stopping
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the big rafts to inspect rapids and discuss lines and
talking in the mornings about “rigging for flipping” you do
start worrying about the sling and carabena holding your
camera gear to the raft. Mind you they are sometimes a
bit economical with the truth; On Horn Creek Rapid there
are two large boulders splitting the river into three sections, we ran the centre between the two boulders in the
paddle raft. Only later in the day did Brian, our guide, admit that was the first time he’d run that line, he’d talked
about it with others before and was fairly sure it would be
possible but just thought today the water was right to
do it – and he had a good crew of course! Brian took the
paddle raft and its crew through all the rapids on the
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river and never once flipped or lost a passenger – boring you
might say but I’m not sure I’d want to be swimming for too
long in most of those rapids, boils and whirlpools, top bloke
and a fountain of knowledge about the canyon, its geology
and history.
Our group also gave the guides a story to tell from Lava
rapid, the biggest and most infamous on the trip. After talking in the morning about markers, lines and gateways in setting up to run rapids Steve managed to lose his geography
on the way into Lava and ended up in a rather large hole on
the right of the river despite screams from the bank he was
off course. He took a fair trashing but managed to fight his
way out and stay in his boat – much to the relief of the on
lookers. Every other raft guide we met from then on was told
the story of how one of our guys had run Lava on the right
– apparently nobody has ever done this before and survived
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intact or unscathed – Steve you are now a legend in Grand
Canyon folklore but I doubt you’d want to try it again!
Having entertained thoughts of long periods of boredom
before the trip it was over all too soon, the reading book remained untouched, the memory cards for the camera were
full and our last night was spent in sarongs in tribute to Leo
who had spent every evening in one saying its the only way
to properly dry out the nether regions after sitting in a puddle of muddy water all day.
The last morning completed the 279 miles to Pearce’s Ferry
and the get out – I could quite happily had jumped back on
the bus and done it all again.
Thanks to all the Hatch crew and Matt and Leo from Gene
17 and the multinational group we had an unforgettable
time in the Grand Canyon - truly a Grand Day Out.
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OCKFEST
2011
Sunday 11th September
Ock Boatercross (BCX) and Wavehopper Race
(WVH)
A great day with afun race down the Ock either
in ordinary short boats or wavehoppers. All followed by a BYO BBQ at the club!! What could be
better?
Thanks to all who came either to race or to help.
We had entrants from Pathfinders and from Riverside . Next year it would be really good to have some
Kingfishers entering. It`s a fun event and a chance
to do a joint venture with PYCC and to finish with
a BBQ.

WVH Results
Alex Bowyer 21.35 RIV
Matt Attree 21.48 RIV
Connor Cox 22.05 RIV /PYCC
Joe Callard
22.07 PYCC
Charlie Melson 23.19 PYCC
Jas Stacey
25.03 PYCC
Tom Marsh
28.38 PYCC
Jordan Webb 29.36 PYCC

BCX Results
William Annells 26.36 PYCC
Nick Burns
28.33 PYCC
Mitchell Stock 28.59 PYCC
Aidan Ratnage 29.20 PYCC
WVH Overall A. Bowyer
18 gp C.Cox, J Callard
16gp C.Melson, T. Marsh
14gp J.Stacey, J Webb
BCX W. Annells
Thanks to Allen Stacey, Nick
Smailes, Matt Attree, Jen Clough,
Richard Bowyer, Gemma Ratnage
for help.
Dave S.

“Wavehopper to live. Live to Wavehopper!!”
TRASHER Q3 2011
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ENTENTE
CORDIALE

words: Dave Surman

Another way to do a foreign paddling trip?
Dave Surman explores town twinning kayak style “Jumelage au kayak!!”
Almost twenty years ago in, around the year 1993 BE (before email) we received a handwritten letter in French from
the secretary of PL Argentan in Normandie. inviting members of our club to” La Descente de L`Orne” in Normandy.
Being the typical plastic whitewater boaters, we didn`t really
know what a Descente was, so we set about getting the local French teacher to translate the letter to discover that we
had been invited to a whitewater race!!
The letter was as a result of a conversation I had had with
our local council twinning officer who had offered to write
to the towns with which Abingdon was officially twinned
to see if there was any interest in setting up an exchange
with their local canoe clubs.
As a result of this 20 of us went over to Normandy for a
weekend with our kayak plastiques and were knocked out
by the hospitality of our French hosts. I have fond memories. Our inability in speaking French was matched only by
their inability to speak English, but the great thing was, it
didn`t matter! We got on really well and were treated to
full French meals BEFORE getting on the water, which
gave us considerable buoyancy problems! We had an official reception with the mayor and after speeches and drinks
were all presented with souvenirs of our visit. We were all
staying with club members around the town. I was staying
with Manu Flouvat who at that time was a young member
of the national whitewater racing team. In the ensuing
years he was to become not only well known locally but
also nationally, and in 1996 became the French C1 whitewater racing champion.
In the following years we reciprocated the hospitality
by inviting them back to Abingdon where we introduced
them to the white water meccas of Abingdon Weir and
The Nene Whitewater Centre. We took them to the Tryweryn, the Dart and to Scotland. In return they invited us
not only back to Argentan, but also over to Thonon Les
Bains on Lake Geneva where we paddled the Dranse with
them, courtesy of Easyjet, over a long weekend.
Manu had become President of the PL Argentan club and
TRASHER Q3 2011
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was really driving things along. After he retired from
racing, he set up his own business which inevitably demanded more of his time. The exchange activities were
on hold for a few years.
This year we received an email from the club taking
us up on an open offer we had made to come over and
paddle on the Dart. “Le Jumelage” was on again!
Arranging a trip for large numbers on a given weekend is always “interesting”. Add to this the dimensions
of differences in language and culture, not to mention
the vagaries of the English weather and you have an interesting “melange”. We are really lucky to have Ludo in
our club who is French and, surprisingly enough, speaks
French fluently. He volunteered and did a brilliant job of
organising 18 incoming French and 25 incoming Kingfisher members to arrive at more or less the same time.
That has to be a first!
The weekend of November 11th is a long weekend in
France and so was a suitable date to take the overnight
ferry to Plymouth. We met up and stayed at the River
Dart Country Park for three nights. River levels were low
but sufficient for a Loop trip on the Friday followed by
the introducing of the French to the delights of Devon
Gastronomy in the form of a cream tea in the fleshpots
of Ashburton.
On the Saturday with the arrival of the Kingfisher Canoe Club members we were able to run multiple groups
on both the Upper and Loop sections. On the Saturday
night we attempted to try to dispel French fears about
English food by going for a meal at the Church House
Inn! I think it worked. Either that or they were too polite
to say anything!

We have been invited back in the Spring and will either
be going to paddle the Orne in Normandy on one of the
scheduled dam releases or possibly to meet them on the
Dranse by flying into Geneva.
An exchange trip with a foreign club puts a different aspect on driving over to Europe to paddle rivers with your
mates. You do really get something extra, real hospitality
and friendship in the host country. Okay, so there can be
misunderstandings and logistical problems but that`s all
part of the experience and is more than compensated for
by the rewards.
So look into it yourselves. Go do it!!
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Isn`t the French language great? We`ve got thanked
for a “war welcome.” Twinning supposed to prevent
wars, huh? – DS
Date: Tue, 15
Nov 2011 19
:32:34 +0100
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ne.krz yz yk@
n
euf.fr
To: davidsurm
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QUEBEC 2011
words + pics: Simon Knox

So I had a plan to go paddling in Quebec for a couple of
weeks taking in the Magpie river as a self-supported multi-day trip. Amazingly I managed to con(vince) five friends
into joining me for what at times they appeared to consider
some kind of torture. I think they’ve come way from the
experience thinking of me as some kind of flat water, wild
camping and insect loving masochist. Which I’m not really,
honest.
So in terms of the miles driven/flown to white water paddled ratio the trip wasn’t up there with some of the greats.
As an experience though it couldn’t be beaten. And there’s
so much more to be done out there I just want to go back.
And to top it off I managed to combine it with the first holiday I’ve had with Helen for years. Well, she flew out with
us and we flew back together anyway!Anyway in case you
were interested here are a few notes and observations from
the trip.

Day One – Flying
Flew in to Ottawa, collected hire cars and visited the local
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paddling shops and Mountain Equipment Coop to purchase
extra kit needed. Helen left us in a taxi to start her holiday.
Drove up to ‘Maniwaki’ and found a motel to kip in.

Day Two – Gateneau
Paddled the Gateneau, this was a mistake. We selected
this as a warm up to ease us into paddling after the flight.
Unfortunately we didn’t really twig from the guidebook that
the river wasn’t that great consisting bits grade 3 followed
by lots of flat. At least the sun was shining and we were on
the water.
The other problem was that the Gateneau is in completely the opposite direction from Ottawa to all the other rivers
we wanted to paddle. A six hour drive followed to get to us
over to the Jacques Cartier ready for the Tewkesbury section
the following day.
We also discovered the SUV we had hired wasn’t actually four wheel drive or very good as I made go sideways
through a bend on the shuttle!
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Day Three – Tewkesbury
We arrived at the get-in for the Tewkesbury section of
the Jacques Cartier river late the night before so bivied up
in the carpark next to the river ready for an early start.
The river was rather good definitely as decent step up
from the previous day’s paddling. Lots of long, biggish
volume rapids and a couple of drops. Unfortunately I embarrassed myself by blundering in to a pourover then being ripped from my boat (honest I didn’t pull my deck!)
and taking a rather long swim.
The friendly raft guides we bumped it to informed me
that I’d dropped in to the ‘Meat Grinder’ and been found
wanting, apparently not an unusual occurrence.
The Tewkesbury was reading +0.5, apparently a slightly
above medium level.
Another long drive followed up to Lac Ha! Ha! where
we camped ready to make an early start on the Malbaie
next day. The original plan had been to camp near the
get-in, but the park wardens informed us that we weren’t
allowed to camp in the national park.

Day Four – Malbaie
A 0600 start saw us get on the Malbaie at 1300…
The roads in the national park are pretty poor and we
managed to give our cars a right trashing trying to get up
one particular rocky dirt track of a hill.
The track to the get-in seems to be rather more overgrown than the guidebook suggested and we ended up
carrying our boats in for about 3km, then walked back
and carried in Andy and Rich’s kit as they were still sorting
out the shuttle.
In addition to the terrible roads the path to the get-out
out was also rather overgrown. So Andy and Rich had to
attempt a 6km walk-in to identify the get-out, unfortunately…
Apparently two thirds of the way down the path they
encountered a bear. For some reason this made them to
decided to turn around and leave the car at the alternate
get-out by the bridge at the halfway point of the river.
Anyway, despite only paddling the first half of the river,
it was pretty damn awesome! Paddled my first 30+ foot
water and everyone agreed it was pretty fine with plenty
of G4 drops of varying sizes. Well worth the (considerable)
effort to get into it and thoroughly recommended, I want
to go back and finish the second half.
The online gauge suggests a level of 28 cumecs for our
run. Seemed like an ideal level.
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Day Five – Driving
After the Malbaie we started the long drive up to Sept
Iles stopping in a Motel over night. We checked out the
float plane company to confirm our booking on the way
into town – fortunately my phone calls in terrible French
and disjointed emails seemed to of had the desired result
and our booking was in the diary and confirmed for the
following day, although our departure had been bumped
from early morning to midday. Better news was that the
weather forecast was looking favourable for our flight.
The proprietor was also rather keen to make sure that
any bear spray we were going to take was kept in the boat
strapped to the outside of plane – “If bear spray goes off in
cabin, everyone dies!”
The reset of the day was spent packing drybags, panicking about how much food to take and setting up the shuttle. Having a car with seven seats meant we could leave
it at the bottom of the Magpie and we could all leave at
same time when we finished without having to do two
runs of the 100 mile shuttle.
Just a last cheeky beer, then an early night ready in a
proper bed before we headed off for a week of wild camping.

Day Six – Magpie day one.
Arriving at the float plane base early to sort out our kit
and load up the planes (involved dismantling the planes
interior, putting boats in, then reassembling it). Eventually
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our two planes headed off to deposit us at Lac Vital
51° 27’ 29.83” N, -65° 14’ 17.79” W.
We landed and and had our kit loaded in the boats so
we started paddling at 1550. We only put a couple of
hours paddling in that day, paddling the trib from the lake
to the West Magpie and down this until we had run the
first set of rapids (G4) that we came about.
Saw a Moose with two calves. We camped at 51º 22’
48.6” N, 65º 12’ 53.9” W. It was good to get a least a little
whitewater in. Paddled 6.9 miles in 2h15m.

Day Seven – Magpie day two.
On the water for 0900, lots of flat with a couple of significant G4 rapids that could be mainly inspected from the
boat. Pretty good paddling.
The glorious blue skies of the previous day changed
to murky cloud. Camping spots seemed a little hard to
come by, we climbed up a small embankment and slept
on moss covered clearing in the otherwise dense forest.
Finished paddling at 1745 and camped at 51º 10’ 1.4” N,
65º 04’ 24.3” W.
Paddled 20.89 miles in 8h45m.

Day Eight – Magpie day
three.
The weather turned, high wind and driving rain all day.
Spent the morning paddling flat water, then we hit pay
dirt. Lots and lots of G4/5 rapids connected by G3 sections which went on all afternoon. We gave up paddling
at 1830. Camping at 51º 01’ 45.8” N, 64º 46’ 33.5” W.
Probably the best day of for white water, it seemed to go
on for ages. Excellent fun. Unfortunately the rain meant
the camera didn’t come out all day.
Nick proved his boy scout abilities, starting a fire despite
the sodden wood.
Paddled 21.61 miles in 9h30m.

Day Nine – Magpie day four.
The day started with a couple of nice G4 ledge drops
before we came across the gorge we were warned about
that isn’t on the map.
A couple of notes:
The first half of the gorge is a definite portage. I wish I’d
portaged the entire thing in retrospect.
Portaging is easier on the left. Doug managed it this
way in half the time the rest of us did the first half and it
seemed easier going.
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The last couple of drops can be run if you climb
back in to the gorge. Nick, Martyn and I did this after getting frustrated with carrying our boats, disturbing wasps
nest and generally getting mauled by the foliage.
However the water is pushy. I cocked up my line and
slammed into the right hand gorge wall. Got sucked
through an undercut and ripped from my boat. This left
me with rather severe bruising across my lower back
which is still painful 10 days later.
This all took until 1400. After the gorge is the lake. We
paddled 4hrs of this camping at 50º 53’ 24.6” N, 64º 36’
40.2” W.
Paddled 15.2 miles in 8h30m.

Day Ten – Magpie day five.
The day we did the lake. The weather decided to howl a
force 5 gale in our faces, despite this we managed to finish the lake by 1700 (after a late start 1000).
My back was killing me, and every time we though we
were about to exit the lake we discovered we were mistaken and there was more to go.
To cheer ourselves up after the rather painful flat we
did about an hour on the Magpie, lots of easy G3, before
camping at 50º 40’ 38.0” N, 64º 32’ 21.0” W.
Paddled 17.83 miles in 8h.

Day Ten – Magpie day six.
The last day! Shockingly we banged out the entire of
the remaining bits of the Magpie in one long ten and a
half hour slog!
The Magpie its self was better that expected starting
off with a load of G3 before flattening out with larger G4
ledge drops livening things up now and again.
Towards the end there were two portages. A rather scary
looking gorge, this can be portaged using the rafters path
on river right. You’ll see the reeds flattened by the raft and
the actually path is marked with red flags.
After this there’s a flat section then Magpie falls, portage
trail is on the left. Neither of these is too strenuous.
Then there’s more flat, then just as you think its all over
the river throws a random G5 drop at you to liven things
up.
Get out is by the dam at 50° 19’ 33.35” N, -64° 27’ 14.70”
W. Just to make it special a beaver decided to come for a
swim by us as we approached the get-out.
Paddled 32.43 miles in 10h 20m, one long day. All together we paddled 115 miles in just over five days. A
Google map of our route down the magpie can be found
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here: http:g.co/maps/wxu5
Then drive back to Sept Iles for beer.

Day Ten – Fourteen.
A long drive back south stopping in the town of Malbie
for the worst bar crawl ever. Picked up Helen in Quebec
City and did some touristy stuff. Our day of signtseeing
in Montreal got washed out be the tail-end of Hurricane
Irene and turned into Poutine restaurant, bar crawl, Indian
meal kinda day. Then a long flight annoying flight home
and a trip to the hospital to get my back looked at.

Transportation.
Flights – We flew with Thomas Cook to Ottawa. A
budget airline so cheap but will take kayaks for a £60 return fee. We did get messed around with flights a bit and
ended up flying a day later as the original booking were
changed to Air Transtat who will not take boats. Luggage
allowance was tight but the boats are allowed to weigh
up to 30kg so it’s not so bad.
Cars - For our group of six kayakers and one non-paddling partner who scrounged lifts at the end of the weeks
we hired two cars. An Ford Explorer SUV (not 4×4 as we
later discovered) and a small Dodge ‘sedan’. We took roof
bars with us which we tied to the Ford’s with cable ties
and roof rack straps, we fitted six boats on these.
The Explorer had the benefit of a third row of seats and
hence could seat seven people making it ideal for leaving
at get outs and use for shutting. Though the 3.5l V6 was
a bit thirsty – 2000 plus miles at an average of 16mpg is
pricey even with North American fuel prices!
Float planes - For flying in to the Magpie we used Labrador Air Safari who we booked a single ‘Otter’ capable of
taking six people and boats. When we arrived their were
no ‘Otters’ available so they provided two ‘Beavers’ capable of taking three people and boats each for the same
price (approx £240 per person for the six of us).

Other Notes.
Water filters – Seems the new style Katadyne water
filer bottles are a bit rubbish. Everyone who bought them
had issues getting water through them. The ones bought
in Canada however seemed better and substantially
cheaper.
Accommodation – We stayed in a mixture of motels,
campsites and just roughing it on the side of the road.
Motels are quite pricey per room but they don’t seem to
mind how many people ytou cram in a room if you don’t
mind being a little cosy. Camp site were reasonably cheap
and wild camping even cheaper, no one seems to mind
as long as your not in a national park and/or ar discrete.
Bear defence – Bears, for some unknown reason,
seemed to be everyone’s biggest fear on this trip. We
eventual succumbed and bough a can of bear spray to
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take on the Magpie though in the end we only saw
one bear at great distance. Be warned that it’s classed as a
firearm in the UK so try bringing it home at your peril!
Paddling kit – For the Magpie we wore drysuits and
were glad of them. We had some truly heinous weather
at times. For the other rivers the weather was pretty warm
and cags were the order of the day. It’s worth taking both.
Kit does seem a little cheaper out there, we bought various bits at the Ottawa Paddle Shack (https://www.ottawapaddleshack.ca/) just don’t give the same reply as I did
when the lady behind the counter suggested we should
go to BeaverFest (http://retrospectivesports.blogspot.
com/2010/09/ny-beaver-fest.html)
River info – A few sources of info:
Let it Rain (http://neguidebook.com/) awsome guidebook for NE USA and Onatrio and Quebec. Take some of
the the distances quoted with a pinch of salt though.
Quebec Whitewater (http://quebecwhitewater.com/
en) has river guides, online gauges etc. Really useful.
UK Rivers Guidebook has several threads, this is one of
the best – http://www.ukriversguidebook.co.uk/forum/
viewtopic.php?f=3&t=41420&hilit=quebec or do a search
for ‘Operation Bugsplat’
Liquid Lore (http://www.liquidlore.com/) has some riverguides and other useful info
Maps, you can by 1:250000 maps from the hunting and
fishing store in Sept Ilse (http://goo.gl/nYdAn. The ones
that cover the Magpie are numbers 022I and 022P. You
can also down load PDF and buy print copies at ttp://
www.canmaps.com/topographic/qc/.
A Google map with our route is here – http://g.co/
maps/wxu5

Finally…
My thanks to Andy Wicks (http://www.andywicks.com),
Doug Johnson, Nick Smailes, Martyn Read and Richard
Morley for not murdering me in my sleep and blaming
it on the bears! And to Helen for putting up with me and
enjoying herself despite being abandoned by herself in a
strange country.
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